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Protect food from start  to end,  
enabling a sustainable and effective 

cold chain management



Facts about 

Food

Lost

&

Waste

Source: FAO Global Initiative on FLW

Globally, 795 million people –
the equivalent of 1 in 8 human
beings – suffer from hunger and
malnutrition.
By virtue of their high degree of
perishability, fruits and vegetables
as well as roots and tubers have
the highest levels of FLW.

Food is lost or wasted throughout
the supply chain, from initial
agricultural production down to
final household consumption.
Food losses represent a waste
of resources used in production
such as land, water, energy
and inputs, and an increase in
greenhouse gas emissions.

In low-income countries, food
loss is prevalent at the production
and post-harvest stages of the
value chain, while in middle- and
high-income regions, food waste
at the retail and consumer levels
tends to be higher.
FLW impacts the economic, social
and environmental sustainability
of food systems.



• Temperature before and during transportation

o Post  harvesting temperature pull down

o Controlled ripening

o Temperature when loading

o Temperature during transportation

o Set-point accuracy

o Temperature control and management

o Time out of control

o Box insulation

Were we play 

a critical role?

Cold Chain

=

Temperature 

Management
Maintaining control of the cooling processes is crucial 
for several reasons, all of which relate to maintaining 
product quality and reduce deterioration of the product.



Were else we 

play a critical 

role?

Overall 

sustainability

Thermo King is part of Trane Technologies 

Corporation and we do have ambitious 

development goals



Cold Chain 

overview

The cold chain is a specific supply chain system, with 

perishable and temperature sensitive products.

It includes the procedures of processing, storing, 

transporting, distributing that require a precisely defined low 

temperature for the perishable product in order to ensure the 

safety, reduce losses and prevent pollution. 







A life-changing and awe-inspiring innovation showcase of technology, 

problem solving and employee spirit, Operation Possible is aimed at 

boldly challenging what’s possible for a sustainable world.



Taking bold, decisive action and leveraging technology to change the world for the better.

With the courage to innovate boldly and act decisively today, we’ll lead the way to a better tomorrow.

Our quest.

We’ll identify and solve humanity’s most persistent and senseless problems—the Absurdities standing in the way of 

a better future. 

Why Operation Possible?
• We know we can change the world for the better. 

• We’re capable of tackling even seemingly impossible challenges.  

• It starts with the courage to commit to bold and decisive action. 

Empowering our employees.
• We have the power to change the future in positive ways. 

• Positive impact multiplies when we all work together. 

• Together, we can solve the unsolvable.



IDEATION THROUGH 

CROWDSOURCING

Company-wide ideation sessions to 

determine which absurdities to 

solve for and ideate on possible 

solutions

Designed to bring the organization 

along and leverage crowdsourcing 

techniques to surface ideas

THE POWER OF 

CROWDSOLVING

Targeted “hack-a-thon” like sessions to 

take a short list of ideas and further 

develop them into coherent concepts/ 

solutions

Focused on developing the most promising 

of ideas into early-stage concepts for 

incubation

INSPIRED 

STORYTELLING

Cinematic short films |

Informative & inspiring interviews |

Thought leadership

Surprise cameos & performances |

Fireside chats |

Interactive Q&A sessions |

Celebration of successes & learnings

OPERATION POSSIBLE: INNOVATION CHALLENGE

Purpose and Core Elements

Operation Possible will identify the biggest absurdities in the world that our 

people are inspired to solve for and guide the organization through a process 

on ideating, prioritizing and realizing innovative solutions to address them.



Identify 

absurdities by 

crowdsourcing

Use crowd-solving 

techniques to build 

solutions
Design sprints to 

build out ideas into 

concepts 

Fast prototyping 

and user validation

Implement and 

commercialize

OPERATION POSSIBLE: INNOVATION CHALLENGE

The innovation process leveraging the crowd

Empowering our 

employees to ideate 

and collaborate on 

social, economical 

and environmental 

solutions



Identify 

absurdities by 

crowdsourcing

OPERATION POSSIBLE: INNOVATION CHALLENGE

The innovation process leveraging the crowd

Increased use and 

disposal of plastics
Co-existence of food 

loss and hunger

Access to reliable and 

clean energy

Gap in safe housing 

and access to comfort
Inequality in access to 

clean water
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Cold Chain 

overview

The cold chain is a specific supply chain system, with 

perishable and temperature sensitive products.

It includes the procedures of processing, storing, 

transporting, distributing that require a precisely defined low 

temperature for the perishable product in order to ensure the 

safety, reduce losses and prevent pollution. 





It is estimated that approximately 1.3 billion metric tons of food produced for human consumption is either lost or wasted1. 44% of this food is lost 

in developing countries, in part due to lack of refrigeration and inadequate farming practices. The remaining 56% of food waste is attributed to 

developed countries2. See below some potential causes for food loss or waste along the food chain.

At the 

Grower

At the

Manufacturer

At the retailer and 

food services

At the 

home

At the

Distributor

Food loss Food waste

• Harvest losses, e.g., 

weather, pests, disease

• Premature harvesting

• Overproduction/ Volatile 

commodity prices

• Processing capacity

• “Trimmings” during 

manufacturing

• Product damage

• Lack of refrigeration during 

transportation and storage

• Damaged product due to 

packaging

• Inadequate planning

• Large assortments and packages

• Product Expiration

• Appearance quality standards

• Overabundance, e.g., buffets

• Portion sizes 

• Over-ordering

• Over purchasing

• Poor meal planning

• Product Spoilage

• Confusion about date labels

• Inadequate storage
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1 Food Loss and Waste Database | FAO | Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations
2 How fixing broken food systems can help us meet all the SDGs | World Economic Forum (weforum.org)

OPERATION POSSIBLE: INNOVATION CHALLENGE

Framing food loss and waste

http://www.fao.org/platform-food-loss-waste/flw-data/en/
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2019/07/food-waste-loss-malnutrition-sustainable-development-goals


T h e r m o  K i n g  S u s t a i n a b l e  I n n o v a t i o n  



• Highest Capacity Multi Temp unit

• Increase capacity in remote zone

• Best temperature control accuracy and 

pull down

• Fuel & Operational Efficiency

• Up to 30% Fuel saving

• all-electric, engineless and power agnostic 

refrigeration unit that can operate with 

several different power sources for zero-

emission trailer refrigeration

A d v a n c e r  M u l t i  Te m p

A d v a n c e r - e



• Thermo King and BPW Axel Generator & 

power management system

• Zero emissions & silent TRU operation

• Recover of lost energy to power TRU

• Integrated telematics, Axel, Battery TRU

A x l e  Po w e r



N e w  E - S e r i e

• Specially design for Light Commercial 

Battery Electric Vehicle

• Power by High Voltage DC vehicle battery

• High Efficiency architecture with variable 

speed hermetic compressor

• Lower weight for higher payload



• Specially designed for Marine

reefer Containers

• Evolution for efficiency and 

reliability

• Up to 20% better energy savings

• Energy Monitoring by  hour, by 

day, by trip

C F F  – H i g h  E f f i c i e n c y



• The lowest emissions

• Up to 26% lower fuel

consumption

• Can power all reefers

• 100% connected for

Fuel Monitoring and Operations

S G 5 0 0 0



How does 

everyone win?

Cold Chain 

management

Energy 

Efficiency

Sustainable 

Processes

Develop 

digital control



O u r  P u r p o s e

We are refrigeration experts and thought leaders in the area 
of sustainable innovation improving the quality of life by 

protecting food and pharmaceuticals transported and 
stored around the globe in a sustainable way. 

TOGETHER, 
WE MOVE.

We are passionate champions devoted 
to connecting the globe for a greener future. 
“ “





bruno_fusciani@thermoking.com


